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This paper presents comparisons of seven propagation codes for predichg liner attenuation in ducts with 
Bow. The selected codes span the spectrum of methods available (finite element, parabolic approximation, and 
pseudo-ttme domah) and are coltectlvely representative of the state-of-art in the liner Industry. These codes are 
incIuded because they have two-dlmenshnal and three-dimensional versions and can be exported to NASA's 
Columbh Supercomputer. The bask assumptions, govemlngdWerentlal equations, boundary conditions, and 
numerical methods underlying each code are briefly reviewed and an assessment is performed based on two 
predefined metrics. The two meMcs used in the assessment are the accuracy of the predicted attenuation 
and the amount of wall clock time to predict the attenuation. The assessment is performed over a range of 
fhquencles, mean flow rates, and grazing flow liner impedances commonly used In the U e r  Industry. The 
primary conclusiotls of the study are (I) predfcted attenuations are la good agreement tbr rwd wall ducts, 
(2) the majority of codes compare well to each other and to approximate results from mode theory lor soft wall 
ducts, (3) most c d e s  compare well to measured data on a statistical basis, (4) only the finite element codes with 
cubic Hermite polynomiaIs capture extremely large attenuations, and (5) wall clock time increases by an order 
of magnitude or more are observed Por a three-dimensional code relative to the corresponding twtr-dimensional 
verslon of the same code. 
I. Introduction 
H ItsH levds of engine fan noise radiated from modem turbofan engines threaten to curtail much needed growth in commercial air mportation systems worldwide. Engine fan noise is acoustic energy generated at the fan or exit 
guide vanes of a turbofan engine that radiates fonvapd via the nacelle inlet duct and rearward by propagating through 
the dt nacelle duct and then re-ng through the ambient shear layer. Figure 1 shows a schematic of a typical airudt 
Fan 
Mg. 1 Schematic of a turbofsln engine nacelle with wall lining. 
engine nacelle. Earlier versions of the hubofan engine were dominated by tones associatd with the blade passage 
frequency and its harmonics. However, in recent engines the fan blade shapes were m W e d  to incorporate lean and 
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sweep, such that the blade passage frequency is Iess dominant. Newer engines have also incqmated increased fan 
bypaqs to increaqe the thrust to drag ratio and fueI efficiency. 
One of the most effective means for reducing leveIs of noise radiating from commercial aircraft engines has been 
the installation of acoustic treatment in the walls of the inIet and aft fan ducts. Such treatments reduce radiated noise 
by attenuating inlet and aft fan noise as it propagates thro~~gh t e engine nacelle. Suitable aircraft noise prediction 
codes are required to o p t i d l y  design the aconstic treatment for maximum attenuation within a specified nacelle 
geometry. Time domain methods are a topic of considerable research interest; however, the frequency domain method 
remains the primary basis for the prdction of liner attenuation in the aircraft noise industry. Although engine designs 
incorporate threedimensional (3D) gmmetries, a literature survey reveals that until the turn of the 2 1 st century, the 
only numerical method for predicting liner attenuations in 3D geometries was the parabolic approximation. ' Since 
that time, the finite element method2 and h e  pseudo-time domain method' have dso  emerged. In addition, the NASA 
Langley Research Center has two iinite element codesM that were recently extended to 3D. 
Fach computer code that has been written based m the above three methods has advantages and disadvantages 
depending upon the proMem heing modeled, assumptions that are made, and computer facilities available to code 
users. Scientists desiring to use codes baqed on the above three methods are often frustrated because (1) information 
available to code users is often fragmented and incomplete, and much of the theory underlying code development (e.g., 
the assumptions made, the governing differential equations, the bo~mdary conditions, and   he numerical method) is 
often not clear, (2) comparison of wall clock dme sltatis tics between the various codes are not available because codes 
have not been run for the same problem, using the same computer, and on identical grids, (3) exact analytical and 
approximate attenuations from mode hwry are available to compare with code predictions, but these comparisons 
are rare, (4) comparison of code predictions w ih  measured data is at best questionable because experiments are 
seldom design4 to provide the necessary code inputs (e.g., h e  sound source, grazing flow liner impedance, and duct 
termination conditions), and (5) the measured data contain uncertainties in the inputs needed for code predictions; 
however, code users have treated these inputs as deterministic. 
The purposes of this paper are to ( 1) collect the most common1 y used 3D duct propagation codes (non-vortical and 
vertical) for predicting liner attenuation under a single nmbreIIa, (2) briefly review the basic assumptions, governing 
differential equations, boundary conditions, and numerical method underlying code development, and (3) perform an 
assessment based upon two predefin4 metrics. The selected codes span the spectrum of methods currently in use 
(parabolic approximation, finite element mehod, and pseudo- time domain method) and are oollectively representative 
of the current s tate-of-art in the liner industry. The two metrics used in h s  assessment are the accuracy of the predicted 
attenuation and the wall clock time required to predict the attenuation. 
The following section (i.e., section 11) describes h e  physical duct acoustic problem of interest and the basis for 
code selection. Sections I11 and IV present the basic assumptions, the governing differential equations, duct boundary 
conditions, and numerical method under1 ying code deveIopment for both the non-vortical and vertical duct propagation 
codes. The method used to predict liner attenuation in the presence of grazing flow is described in section V. Results 
of the code aqsessment are presented in section VI, and a brief summary along wi6h the pnmary conclusions of this 
study are presented in the final section of this paper, section VII. 
TI. Statement of Problem and Basis for Code Selection 
F IGURE 1 shows a sketch of a typical 3D duct geometry. The du~ct carries a non-uniform, subsonic mean flow from left to right. A Cartesian coordinate system ( z , x ,  y )  is used, in which the axial coordinate is 2 and the two transverse 
coordinates are x and p. The source pIane is denoted by an imaginary plane, T,. Two types of acoustic propagation 
are msidered. For inlet propagation, h e  sound propagates upstream of the fan against the flow and exits the duct 
as shown in the upper portion of Fig. 2. h this case, the duct termination is located at the entrance to the inlet and 
is denoted by the plane, T t .  The second type of propagation is aft-duct propagation, in whlch the sound propagates 
downstream of the fan face and exits the duct via h e  aft-fan nacelle duct as shown in the lower portion of Fig. 2. For 
aft propagation, the termination plane, T!, is located downs trearn of the fan face in the exhaust duct. In bath inlet 
and aft duct propagation, the computational volume will be denoted by S2 and the perimeter of the duct containing the 
physical duct walls will be denoted by Tw.  Let the surface bonding Q be denoted by F, such that the union of T,, T,, 
and r, is r 
r = r,ur,ur, (11 
The perimeter of the duct is lined with acoustic material hat is assunred to be locally reacting (i .e., acoustic waves 
propagate through it normal to the surface), and h e  normalizd acoustic impedance of the wall lining (generally a 
function of wall location) will be denoted by <. 'Ihrougho~tt his study, all impedances are normali7xd with respect 


















